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scams (http://www.scam.com/index.php)  

-   MLM / Pyramid Scams (http://www.scam.com/forumdisplay.php?f=11)  

-   -   Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) (http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?t=13128)  

 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-22-2006 04:17 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

SoapBoxMom, we are praying for you. You have not answered many questions posted to you 

and you would have people believe that being an entrepreneur in general is a raw deal. You can 

continue with your little friends on this thread as we continue to build a Christ-centered business. 

I had lunch with a Hall of Fame Cowboy who understands that faith and business are not 

mutually exclusive.  

 

Good luck to you with your part time jobs and your job on scam.com. Does it pay benefits? Mine 

sure does as we change lives for eternity. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-22-2006 04:22 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences, is it Legal and ethical in its use of Relgion? 
  

Spanky, we are praying for you and SoapBoxMom. You can continue with your little friends on 

this thread as we continue to build a Christ-centered business. I had lunch with a Hall of Fame 

Cowboy who understands that faith and business are not mutually exclusive. This is a 

marketplace ministry and believers are not called to be Sunday Christians. If you believe you are 

to separate your faith from your day to day life, it is again and confirmation that you would not 

be a good fit for this business--as if we needed another reminder. 

 

spanky 06-22-2006 04:56 AM 
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Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

SoapBoxMom, we are praying for you. You have not answered many questions posted to you 

and you would have people believe that being an entrepreneur in general is a raw deal. You 

can continue with your little friends on this thread as we continue to build a Christ-centered 

business. I had lunch with a Hall of Fame Cowboy who understands that faith and business are 

not mutually exclusive.  

 

Good luck to you with your part time jobs and your job on scam.com. Does it pay benefits? 

Mine sure does as we change lives for eternity. 

 

 

innocent know that THere is about 500 people in A.C. and only 300 are in profit... the average 

person is not in profit in A.C. BE VERY VERY CAREFUL! 

 

Soapboxmom 06-22-2006 05:41 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Good research? Please. If anyone wanted to know the whole story they would find it in Tim's 

book Slay Your Giant and it is shared at every MMC. In fact, the Millionaire Mindset 

Conferences is to bring Christian entrepreneurs together to share the mistakes they have made 

along the way so that I and others do not make those ungiving partnership mistakes, etc. Tim 

goes into great detail as to how he lost almost everything through such a business structure. 

 

I am reading that sorry piece of nauseating drivel. Timmy's mistake is orignating scams that are 

not ethical, moral or sustainable. He is making a tremendous amount in the short term, but will 

probably destroy his business with the piles of frivolous lawsuits againt Dr. Jon Taylor, the BBB 

and whoever else Mr. Litigious chooses to target. He will soon hit a point where the majority of 

reps will become disguntled as they realize they have no hope of recouping their ten grand even 

though they signed up on ACs/Timmy's webpage to make between 100 grand and a million a 

year. Timmy is playing with fire and he and his friends just may get burned. 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  



SoapBoxMom, you also seem to be contradicting yourself here yet again. One day you are 

focused on all this money that Tim is making, and when that is refuted based on pure numbers 

and running a company with staff, then you shift to personal slams against a guy that lives 

within his means in a $200,000 home. You can mold anything to your means I guess. 

 

We know from your numbers, Wacko Jacko's earnings claims and the way Timmy's website is 

the first one to pop up that he is making a large portion of the take. We also know that if he 

really was a successful millionaire he would not be in a Centex/Fox and Jacobs cheapo starter 

home worth $177,000. So, he needs to get some more competent speakers and drop the frivolous 

lawsuits. You and Timmy can quit pretending that these conferences are giving folks the tools 

they need to succeed. After all the years as the head of All-Star Entrepreneur he obvioulsy hasn't 

made any real money or gained any business savvy. He has no business address. I hope that 

converted bathroom is working out for him. 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-22-2006 06:31 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

SoapBoxMom, I expected another ignorant response from you. You are full of no surprises. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-22-2006 07:26 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

SoapBoxMom, we are praying for you. You have not answered many questions posted to you 

and you would have people believe that being an entrepreneur in general is a raw deal. You 

can continue with your little friends on this thread as we continue to build a Christ-centered 

business. I had lunch with a Hall of Fame Cowboy who understands that faith and business are 

not mutually exclusive.  

 

Good luck to you with your part time jobs and your job on scam.com. Does it pay benefits? 

Mine sure does as we change lives for eternity. 

 

 

You again ignored my post.. Nobody cares who you had lunch with. None of this makes what 

you are doing Legal! 

 

I am sure you failed to mention the facts of your business to your lunch partner. I am sure you 



failed to mention that you have 500 reps and have only sold 200 tickets.  

 

I am sure you failed to mention the facts regarding your report on the BBB and the pending 

lawsuits. 

 

I am sure you did not tell him the whole story. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-22-2006 07:32 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

I have had 5 or 6 Advantage Conference Reps Private Message me. I don't know if they are just 

trying to get personal information out of me or if they really are disgruntled AC Reps.  

 

These 5 or 6 screen names on scam.com have yet to post on this thread. They say out of being 

scared that they will get sued by Tim. 

 

But, they ALL claim to be seeking money back from Tim.  

 

I have just told all of them to file complaints with the AG, BBB, and FTC. 

 

Hopefully if they are ligitimate in who they say they are they will fill complaints.  

 

 

Soapboxmom, have these same people Private Messaged you? 

 

Wishyouknew 06-22-2006 07:52 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences, is it Legal and ethical in its use of Relgion? 
  

You must have had lunch with Micheal Irvin. He claims to be a Christian but, was found with 

Drugs in his car last year. He is the only crack head that would be stupid enough to get envolved 

with a company like AC. But, I guess just having lunch with a little ol rep does not constitute 

getting envolved with this company.  

 

I am sure the two of you established a great friendship and he will be becoming the spokesperson 

for Advantage Conferences very soon! 

 

renloyx 06-22-2006 08:24 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences, is it Legal and ethical in its use of Relgion? 
  

Did you tell him you have 500 reps and ONLY 300 SALES? 

 



poweroldglory 06-22-2006 07:03 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

I had to jump on here and refute the following piece of utter crap from SoapBoxMumble: 

Quote: 

 
We also know that if he really was a successful millionaire he would not be in a Centex/Fox 

and Jacobs cheapo starter home worth $177,000.  

 

 

 

Lady, have you ever heard of the book 'The Millionaire Next Door' I cannot remember the 

author. SBD can you help on this one? Anyhoo, the gist is that there is a boatload of millionaires 

who live normal non obtrusive 'next-door-neighbour' lives. Darnell's one of them. The fact that 

he lives in such a house is irrelevant. Maybe if he'd kept all the money he's given away over the 

years he could afford to live in a mansion. Then again maybe he chooses not to for the obvious 

reason that what he believes and acts upon is not best served by doing what you describe. Then 

again maybe he doesn't give a dead dingo what you think. 

 

It's weeks since I was on last and my stomach has settled after the spate of half-truths, 

accusations, anti-Christian garbage and verbal diarrareha . (Sorry I don't suffer from it so I don't 

know how to spell it. I'm sure that one of you naysayers will correct me on the spelling as you 

demonstrate the term all the time! :) ) 

 

I see the same old tired stuff is continuing from you halfwits. 

 

I want to put up a challenge to WYK. If you are so dead set on "bringing Tim Darnell to justice", 

instead of hiding behind this crock of human waste, why don't you prove your point in 

documentation and description of the effort you put in to making your AC experience a success. 

The fact is you can't. Your lack of success in this venture is your responsibility not Tim 

Darnell's, not AC's, not Jack Weinzierl's, not SBD. ITS YOURS PAL!! AC and TD make no 

promises, don't strong arm prospects. Shoot, they refuse to talk to them until they, the prospects, 

bring themselves to the table. They succed or don't succeed through their own efforts.  

 

Based on the above facts then, it can be established that every single whinnybutt who has 'lost' 

$10,000 has made the decision of their own accord. WYK, you are the one who made the 

mistake. You should not have got into this business in the first place. Grow up and face the fact 

that it is your shortcomings that have put you in this position and not Tim Darnell or AC.  

 

As we have seen and I have proven above, as adults we should be responsible for our own 

actions, deeds, thoughts etc. Instead as a society we are all out to blame someone else for our 

lack of verve, elan, spunk, whatever you want to call it. We want to suck on the national teet and 

whine when things don't go our way and blame everyone but ourselves. 



 

WYK, you asked me why I got upset when I write if I'm not guilty? Simple my misguided 

friend. I care deeply about this country and it bothers me greatly that we are becoming a nation 

of whinners instead of the nation of winners the Founding Fathers started out for us to be. We 

escaped a tyranny of gargantuan proportion in my home country. We have lost sight of the goals 

and aspirations and I am doing my part to get us back on track.  

 

Doubtless I will be vilified and ridiculed by the deadbeats on this thread. Big deal!! WYK, if you 

have any ounce of desire to take responsibility for your own actions you'll quit bleating. On the 

other hand if this is where you get your jollies I guess you'll be on here till the cows come home. 

 

Anyhow, I have work to do. People, have a great day, hug someone, tell you love 'em!! 

 

Banter aside. By the way SoapBoxMumbojumbo, I've said this before and I'll say this again and 

again and again (Apparantly it takes 50000 times for a single direction from a parent to stick in 

the brain of a teenager. Lord only knows how many times it would take for information to sink 

into the brain of the brainiacs on this thread!! :eek:) Christianity is not about church on Sunday 

it's about a personal relationship with Jesus Christ which occurs within the temple that 

encompasses your mind, body and soul - 24/7/365!! 

 

What you fill that temple with dictates what you will become. I pray that you and the rest of the 

folks on here read, mark, learn and inwardly digest this closing thought.  

 

Bye!! :) 

 

Duck98 06-22-2006 07:33 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

Doubtless I will be vilified and ridiculed by the deadbeats on this thread. Big deal!! 

 

 

oh come on you shouldn't refer to SBD and his acolyte that way. That's just plain mean. 

 

renloyx 06-22-2006 07:52 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 



 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

AC and TD make no promises, don't strong arm prospects. 

 

BULL****. All the AC websites have the same "7000 over and over again" and "are you ready 

to make 100000 200000 300000" garbage. You call that no promises? You must be even more 

brainwashed than I thought. 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

Grow up and face the fact that it is your shortcomings that have put you in this position and not 

Tim Darnell or AC.  

 

BULL**** again. You have 500 reps and 300 sales. Thats .6 sales per rep and that means that 

almost all of your reps will never break even. Tim Darnell knows this but he keeps on pushing 

the same "7000 over and over again" garbage.  

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

As we have seen and I have proven above, as adults we should be responsible for our own 

actions, deeds, thoughts etc. Instead as a society we are all out to blame someone else for our 

lack of verve, elan, spunk, whatever you want to call it. We want to suck on the national teet 

and whine when things don't go our way and blame everyone but ourselves. 

 

Im all for personal responsibilty but you are missing (or intentionally ignoring) a very important 

point. TIM DARNELL AND ALL THE OTHER AC PUSHERS LIE TO POTENTIAL 

RECRUITS. They promise 7000 over and over again, but they know very well that most people 

never even make their 10000 back.  

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

I am doing my part to get us back on track.  

 

You are ripping off gullible christians to get this country back on track... ??? 

 

openQuestion 06-22-2006 08:05 PM 

 



Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

I had to jump on here and refute the following piece of utter crap from SoapBoxMumble: 

 

 

 

Lady, have you ever heard of the book 'The Millionaire Next Door' I cannot remember the 

author. SBD can you help on this one? Anyhoo, the gist is that there is a boatload of 

millionaires who live normal non obtrusive 'next-door-neighbour' lives. Darnell's one of them. 

The fact that he lives in such a house is irrelevant. Maybe if he'd kept all the money he's given 

away over the years he could afford to live in a mansion. Then again maybe he chooses not to 

for the obvious reason that what he believes and acts upon is not best served by doing what you 

describe. Then again maybe he doesn't give a dead dingo what you think. 

 

It's weeks since I was on last and my stomach has settled after the spate of half-truths, 

accusations, anti-Christian garbage and verbal diarrareha . (Sorry I don't suffer from it so I 

don't know how to spell it. I'm sure that one of you naysayers will correct me on the spelling as 

you demonstrate the term all the time! :) ) 

 

I see the same old tired stuff is continuing from you halfwits. 

 

I want to put up a challenge to WYK. If you are so dead set on "bringing Tim Darnell to 

justice", instead of hiding behind this crock of human waste, why don't you prove your point in 

documentation and description of the effort you put in to making your AC experience a success. 

The fact is you can't. Your lack of success in this venture is your responsibility not Tim 

Darnell's, not AC's, not Jack Weinzierl's, not SBD. ITS YOURS PAL!! AC and TD make no 

promises, don't strong arm prospects. Shoot, they refuse to talk to them until they, the 

prospects, bring themselves to the table. They succed or don't succeed through their own 

efforts.  

 

Based on the above facts then, it can be established that every single whinnybutt who has 'lost' 

$10,000 has made the decision of their own accord. WYK, you are the one who made the 

mistake. You should not have got into this business in the first place. Grow up and face the fact 

that it is your shortcomings that have put you in this position and not Tim Darnell or AC.  

 

As we have seen and I have proven above, as adults we should be responsible for our own 

actions, deeds, thoughts etc. Instead as a society we are all out to blame someone else for our 

lack of verve, elan, spunk, whatever you want to call it. We want to suck on the national teet 

and whine when things don't go our way and blame everyone but ourselves. 

 

WYK, you asked me why I got upset when I write if I'm not guilty? Simple my misguided friend. 

I care deeply about this country and it bothers me greatly that we are becoming a nation of 



whinners instead of the nation of winners the Founding Fathers started out for us to be. We 

escaped a tyranny of gargantuan proportion in my home country. We have lost sight of the 

goals and aspirations and I am doing my part to get us back on track.  

 

Doubtless I will be vilified and ridiculed by the deadbeats on this thread. Big deal!! WYK, if 

you have any ounce of desire to take responsibility for your own actions you'll quit bleating. On 

the other hand if this is where you get your jollies I guess you'll be on here till the cows come 

home. 

 

Anyhow, I have work to do. People, have a great day, hug someone, tell you love 'em!! 

 

Banter aside. By the way SoapBoxMumbojumbo, I've said this before and I'll say this again and 

again and again (Apparantly it takes 50000 times for a single direction from a parent to stick in 

the brain of a teenager. Lord only knows how many times it would take for information to sink 

into the brain of the brainiacs on this thread!! :eek:) Christianity is not about church on Sunday 

it's about a personal relationship with Jesus Christ which occurs within the temple that 

encompasses your mind, body and soul - 24/7/365!! 

 

What you fill that temple with dictates what you will become. I pray that you and the rest of the 

folks on here read, mark, learn and inwardly digest this closing thought.  

 

Bye!! :) 

 

Isn't it amazing the things people will say and do in the name of God? I'm sure everyone enjoyed 

your post very much. 

 

Of course, from the tone of this post, this may actually BE God. 

 

ryebread 06-22-2006 10:02 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

This is in reply to renolyx's last post. I decided to check out AC's website to see if they were 

making "promises" as he/she stated.  

 

I found this statement and other statements like this: 

 

Realistic Ability to Make $7,000 Commissions!  

 

I don't think that is a promise. I am not involved in AC in any way and have never been in the 

past, but I have been reading this thread and I think AC is getting labeled a scam a little bit 

unfairly. It sure doesn't seem like an easy way to make money, but that doesn't mean it is a scam 

does it? Just because it is not for you does not mean that it is a scam. Smart individuals can 

investigate and decide if it is a fit for them or not. Not so smart individuals may jump in thinking 

they'll make money quick based on their emotions, but that is not the company's fault.  



 

There is not a company in the world that doesn't try to appeal to their customer's emotions in 

their advertising, and that is what AC is doing. It is up to the customer (or in this case business 

opportunity seeker) to put their emotions aside and base their decision on logic. I don't think 

saying the opportunity provides a "realistic ability" to make a certain amount of money is a 

promise. The pay plan is there, right? It would be a scam if they said you could make that 

commision but then didn't give it to you if you made the sale, now that would be a scam. 

 

renloyx 06-22-2006 11:13 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by ryebread  

This is in reply to renolyx's last post. I decided to check out AC's website to see if they were 

making "promises" as he/she stated.  

 

I found this statement and other statements like this: 

 

Realistic Ability to Make $7,000 Commissions!  

 

I don't think that is a promise. 

 

How is it realistic when AC has 500 reps and 300 sales (.6 sales per rep)? Most people will never 

even get their $10000 back... 

 

By the way I just found the following ****** in google ads for keywords "advantage 

conferences" and "advantage conference": 

"I made over $250,000 in 9 months & I will teach you how too No Selling" 

"Make $7000 Over & Over No Selling No Cold Calling Christian Mentoring" 

"Earn 250K in 180 days! No Risk, No Selling. Free SE ads. Try it Now." 

"$7000 Over & Over Again" 

"7kOverNOver.com" 

"$7000 Over & Over & Again Christian Based Business Opp" 

 

Still dont think thats a promise? 

 

Ok then lets examine one of these websites 7kOverNOver.com: 

 

"When they buy, you earn $7,000.00 Over and Over Again and that's all there is to it." 

"You must be expecting to make at least $100,000.00 or more your first year." 

"But with our PROVEN System you really can make $7,000 Over and Over Again" 

"ANYONE that is coachable and trainable and consistently works our home based business 5-10 



hours per week will succeed. When you join us, you'll do NO personal selling, calling, 

convincing or persuading. Our unique system does it all for you. You can work whenever you 

want, day or night." 

 

 

AC IS A SCAM. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-22-2006 11:30 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Not one of those are promises. I guess that you have a problem with definitions like fact, fiction, 

lies, and promises. No one here will convince you as you look at everything with your anti-

network marketing and anti-Christian bias. People can simply click on your username for 

examples of each. Good luck to you with that. 

 

ryebread 06-22-2006 11:33 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Nope, I still don't think those are promises.  

 

I made over $250,000 in 9 months & I will teach you how too No Selling" 
 

I don't know if this is true or not, but it certainly is not a promise that anyone will make that 

amount of money.  

 

Make $7000 Over & Over No Selling No Cold Calling Christian Mentoring" 
Again, not a promise but what the opportunity offers  

 

 

Earn 250K in 180 days! No Risk, No Selling. Free SE ads. Try it Now."If someone in the 

company did this, then the opportunity is there for others to do it. That's not a promise that 

everyone will. Obviously.  

 

When they buy, you earn $7,000.00 Over and Over Again and that's all there is to it." 
Is this not true? WHEN THEY BUY....smart people can figure out that it won't be easy to get 

"them" to buy. But it is true--when "they" buy you get 7K---right??  

 

But with our PROVEN System you really can make $7,000 Over and Over Again" 
Notice it says "can" not "will"--not a promise.  

 

"ANYONE that is coachable and trainable and consistently works our home based business 

5-10 hours per week will succeed. When you join us, you'll do NO personal selling, calling, 

convincing or persuading. Our unique system does it all for you. You can work whenever 



you want, day or night." 
This one I have a problem with. It should say "can succeed" not "will succeed"  

 

I still don't think it qualifies as a scam. It is an opportunity to make money. Maybe not the best 

opportunity, maybe not the easiest opportunity, but not a scam. It's a free country and smart 

people can research and decide if it is for them. 

 

renloyx 06-22-2006 11:34 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Not one of those are promises. I guess that you have a problem with definitions like fact, fiction, 

lies, and promises. No one here will convince you as you look at everything with your anti-

network marketing and anti-Christian bias. People can simply click on your username for 

examples of each. Good luck to you with that. 

 

"When they buy, you earn $7,000.00 Over and Over Again and that's all there is to it." 

 

Thats not a promise? What kind of crack are you smoking? 

 

renloyx 06-22-2006 11:37 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by ryebread  

It is an opportunity to make money. 

 

Its an opportunity to lose money. They have 500 reps and 300 sales. Thats .6 sales per rep. A rep 

needs 4 sales to break even. 

 

txfan 06-22-2006 11:37 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 



 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

Based on the above facts then, it can be established that every single whinnybutt who has 'lost' 

$10,000 has made the decision of their own accord. WYK, you are the one who made the 

mistake. You should not have got into this business in the first place. Grow up and face the fact 

that it is your shortcomings that have put you in this position and not Tim Darnell or AC. 

 

PowerOldGlory, how exactly are these "whinnybutts" supposed to be more inspired to follow 

Christ after this "Christ-based" company just caused them to lose $10,000?!? 

 

ryebread 06-22-2006 11:39 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Ok, that is a promise. WHEN THEY BUY you earn 7K over and over. They are promising that 

they'll pay the rep. when people buy, but they are not promising that they WILL BUY. Get it? 

 

Does this company not pay the comissions? Is that the issue here? Or do you really think that is a 

promise that people will buy? 

 

renloyx 06-22-2006 11:47 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

"ANYONE that is coachable and trainable and consistently works our home based business 5-10 

hours per week will succeed." 

 

You dont think this is a promise? It sure sounds like a promise to me. These people use pure 

bull**** like this to lure in gullible christians. Its one of the worst scams I have ever seen. 

 

ryebread 06-22-2006 11:48 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Its an opportunity to lose money. They have 500 reps and 300 sales. Thats .6 sales per rep. 

A rep needs 4 sales to break even. 
 

The key word here is opportunity. Some dude put together a company based on I'm sure what he 

thought was a powerful compensation model. That does not make it a scam! A scam is when 

someone says they are going to pay you and they don't. If you make the sales you get paid, right? 

There you go. It's an opportunity. Whether most people make money or not is irrelevent really, 

because noone is forced to become a rep. and a decision to do so should be based on what you 

think your personal abilities are and not what another person has done.....even if every person in 



the company is making big bucks that is not an indication for any individual because it depends 

on the individual's own skills, right?? 

 

ryebread 06-22-2006 11:53 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

"ANYONE that is coachable and trainable and consistently works our home based 

business 5-10 hours per week will succeed 
 

As I stated in another post, I have a problem with this one. I think the wording should be "can 

succeed" not "will succeed".  

 

But I still don't think this qualifies the entire company or opportunity as being "the worst scams 

I've ever seen".  

 

Again, people need to put aside their emotions and make a decision based on LOGIC. 

 

openQuestion 06-22-2006 11:54 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by renloyx  

"ANYONE that is coachable and trainable and consistently works our home based business 5-

10 hours per week will succeed." 

 

You dont think this is a promise? It sure sounds like a promise to me. These people use pure 

bull**** like this to lure in gullible christians. Its one of the worst scams I have ever seen. 

 

All MLMs are expert at promising everything while promising nothing. Semantics are a 

wonderful thing, as is implication. 

 

poweroldglory 06-23-2006 12:03 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote from Renloyx: 

Quote: 

 



"When they buy, you earn $7,000.00 Over and Over Again and that's all there is to it."  

 

Notice my blinded by bigotry friend 'When they buy' the Reps earn. FACT Buddy FACT. 

They, the customer, buy - the rep earns. There is no promise that they will buy. Unless you used 

a mind ray or a similar product from the planet you're from you can't make them purchase. When 

are you people EVER going to understand that. Jimminy freaking cricket. You can lead a horse 

to water but you can't make them drink. Duh!!! :mad: 

 

renloyx 06-23-2006 12:10 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by ryebread  

Some dude put together a company based on I'm sure what he thought was a powerful 

compensation model. That does not make it a scam! 

 

How much is timmy paying you to post here? 

 

txfan 06-23-2006 12:13 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by ryebread  

Its an opportunity to lose money. They have 500 reps and 300 sales. Thats .6 sales per rep. A 

rep needs 4 sales to break even. 
 

The key word here is opportunity. Some dude put together a company based on I'm sure what 

he thought was a powerful compensation model. That does not make it a scam! 

 

PowerOldGlory, I'm curious to get your feed back here. Now would this be a "good" opportunity 

or a "bad" opportunity based on the fact that as Christians we are called to be good stewards of 

our money? 

 

poweroldglory 06-23-2006 12:14 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  



Folks, 

 

I just realized. Man this is hysterical. Scam.com is hosting the worlds only typing parrot: 

 

Renloyx: 

Quote: 

 
AC is a scam! AC is a scam! AC is a scam!  

 

Amazing!! :D 

 

renloyx 06-23-2006 12:16 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

Quote from Renloyx: 

 

 

 

Notice my blinded by bigotry friend 'When they buy' the Reps earn. FACT Buddy FACT. They, 

the customer, buy - the rep earns. There is no promise that they will buy. Unless you used a 

mind ray or a similar product from the planet you're from you can't make them purchase. When 

are you people EVER going to understand that. Jimminy freaking cricket. You can lead a horse 

to water but you can't make them drink. Duh!!! :mad: 

 

"ANYONE that is coachable and trainable and consistently works our home based 

business 5-10 hours per week will succeed 
 

No promises my ass. 

 

renloyx 06-23-2006 12:25 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

Folks, 



 

I just realized. Man this is hysterical. Scam.com is hosting the worlds only typing parrot: 

 

Renloyx: 

 

 

Amazing!! :D 

 

I just realized something too. When youre doing time for this scam your cellmate is going to 

violate your manflower every night. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 12:31 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Listen Poweroldglory, 

 

I have let you send me Hate filled Private Messages for the last month. You obviously have some 

sort of mental problem. 

 

My success or lack of success with AC is not the reason I got out. Nor is it the point of this tread. 

Nor is the reason I am posting on this tread. I got out because I discovered after more homework 

that this is a illegal pyramid scheme and as a Christian I did not fill comfortable putting my 

religion, personal integrity on the line to scam others out of $10,000.  

 

So bringing up my involvement with Advantage Conferences is not really the point nor is it 

refuting a subject in this debate. You are basically using to to ignore my other post that have 

backed you and SoapboxDad into a corner that you can get out of and answer with TRUTHs.  

 

When you guys are involved with a Bible Study, and somone ask a question. Do you respond 

like you do on here with a answer that has nothing to do with the question asked? I hope not. 

This shows your lack of knowledge and commonsense.  

 

There is ZERO value in these conferences from Advantage Conferences. My sister in law paid 

$30.00 to a financial planning seminar given by David Ramsey called Financial Peace. Mr. 

Ramsey is a licensed financial advisor and has been on Oprah and has written many great books. 

 

This seminar has changed her life and she has been able to get out of debt and plan for her future.  

 

So tell me how these conferences that are $10,000 have a market value of $10,000. THEY 

DON'T! 

 

 

 



Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

I had to jump on here and refute the following piece of utter crap from SoapBoxMumble: 

 

 

 

Lady, have you ever heard of the book 'The Millionaire Next Door' I cannot remember the 

author. SBD can you help on this one? Anyhoo, the gist is that there is a boatload of 

millionaires who live normal non obtrusive 'next-door-neighbour' lives. Darnell's one of them. 

The fact that he lives in such a house is irrelevant. Maybe if he'd kept all the money he's given 

away over the years he could afford to live in a mansion. Then again maybe he chooses not to 

for the obvious reason that what he believes and acts upon is not best served by doing what you 

describe. Then again maybe he doesn't give a dead dingo what you think. 

 

It's weeks since I was on last and my stomach has settled after the spate of half-truths, 

accusations, anti-Christian garbage and verbal diarrareha . (Sorry I don't suffer from it so I 

don't know how to spell it. I'm sure that one of you naysayers will correct me on the spelling as 

you demonstrate the term all the time! :) ) 

 

I see the same old tired stuff is continuing from you halfwits. 

 

I want to put up a challenge to WYK. If you are so dead set on "bringing Tim Darnell to 

justice", instead of hiding behind this crock of human waste, why don't you prove your point in 

documentation and description of the effort you put in to making your AC experience a success. 

The fact is you can't. Your lack of success in this venture is your responsibility not Tim 

Darnell's, not AC's, not Jack Weinzierl's, not SBD. ITS YOURS PAL!! AC and TD make no 

promises, don't strong arm prospects. Shoot, they refuse to talk to them until they, the 

prospects, bring themselves to the table. They succed or don't succeed through their own 

efforts.  

 

Based on the above facts then, it can be established that every single whinnybutt who has 'lost' 

$10,000 has made the decision of their own accord. WYK, you are the one who made the 

mistake. You should not have got into this business in the first place. Grow up and face the fact 

that it is your shortcomings that have put you in this position and not Tim Darnell or AC.  

 

As we have seen and I have proven above, as adults we should be responsible for our own 

actions, deeds, thoughts etc. Instead as a society we are all out to blame someone else for our 

lack of verve, elan, spunk, whatever you want to call it. We want to suck on the national teet 

and whine when things don't go our way and blame everyone but ourselves. 

 

WYK, you asked me why I got upset when I write if I'm not guilty? Simple my misguided friend. 

I care deeply about this country and it bothers me greatly that we are becoming a nation of 

whinners instead of the nation of winners the Founding Fathers started out for us to be. We 

escaped a tyranny of gargantuan proportion in my home country. We have lost sight of the 



goals and aspirations and I am doing my part to get us back on track.  

 

Doubtless I will be vilified and ridiculed by the deadbeats on this thread. Big deal!! WYK, if 

you have any ounce of desire to take responsibility for your own actions you'll quit bleating. On 

the other hand if this is where you get your jollies I guess you'll be on here till the cows come 

home. 

 

Anyhow, I have work to do. People, have a great day, hug someone, tell you love 'em!! 

 

Banter aside. By the way SoapBoxMumbojumbo, I've said this before and I'll say this again and 

again and again (Apparantly it takes 50000 times for a single direction from a parent to stick in 

the brain of a teenager. Lord only knows how many times it would take for information to sink 

into the brain of the brainiacs on this thread!! :eek:) Christianity is not about church on Sunday 

it's about a personal relationship with Jesus Christ which occurs within the temple that 

encompasses your mind, body and soul - 24/7/365!! 

 

What you fill that temple with dictates what you will become. I pray that you and the rest of the 

folks on here read, mark, learn and inwardly digest this closing thought.  

 

Bye!! :) 

 
 

 

poweroldglory 06-23-2006 12:41 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Renloyx you get even more laughable with each passing post: 

Quote: 

 
No promises my ***.  

 

People, this guy not only talks out of his donkey he talks to it or through it!!  

So now he's scizophrenic. First he's a parrot now he's a donkey!! What are you gonna be next 

Renloyx.  

 

A talking donkey crossed with a typing parrot. I get it! Here you have a person who repeatly 

makes an ass of himself. The long earred kind not the rear-end variety. 

 

Doubly amazing!! :D :D 

 

openQuestion 06-23-2006 12:42 AM 

 



Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

Renloyx you get even more laughable with each passing post: 

 

 

 

People, this guy not only talks out of his donkey he talks to it or through it!!  

So now he's scizophrenic. First he's a parrot now he's a donkey!! What are you gonna be next 

Renloyx.  

 

A talking donkey crossed with a typing parrot. I get it! Here you have a person who repeatly 

makes an ass of himself. The long earred kind not the rear-end variety. 

 

Doubly amazing!! :D :D 

 

God write that for you? Or did He just okay it? 

 

renloyx 06-23-2006 12:52 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

Renloyx you get even more laughable with each passing post: 

 

 

 

People, this guy not only talks out of his donkey he talks to it or through it!!  

So now he's scizophrenic. First he's a parrot now he's a donkey!! What are you gonna be next 

Renloyx.  

 

A talking donkey crossed with a typing parrot. I get it! Here you have a person who repeatly 

makes an ass of himself. The long earred kind not the rear-end variety. 

 

Doubly amazing!! :D :D 

 

This is the true face of Advantage Conferences folks. There is nothing christian about these 

"people". They simply want your $10000. 

 



poweroldglory 06-23-2006 12:59 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

WYK, 

 

The hate filled PMs of which you speak refer to this. I hate it when people have not the guts to 

stand up and face direct questioning. :mad: I hate it when people come on and spew their garbage 

because of their inability to make something work and prefer to blame someone else. :mad: I 

hate it when utter nut jobs like SBM and Renloyx vomit their irrelevant and irreverant drivel all 

over the ethernet. :mad:  

 

So if thats what you mean by hate filled then I stand guilty. I can feel the bile rising up inside 

again. I don't hate you, I hate the fact that you are so bilious towards a company and its personnel 

for no other reason other than you feel the company failed you and not the other way around. 

 

Feed on this: 

 

[quote]There is ZERO value in these conferences from Advantage Conferences. My sister 

in law paid $30.00 to a financial planning seminar given by David Ramsey called Financial 

Peace. Mr. Ramsey is a licensed financial advisor and has been on Oprah and has written 

many great books.[/QUOTE]  

 

There was zero value to you . That does not make it a zero value to the next person or the next or 

the next. In fact for every WYK thre are 100 people who feel the exact opposite. So who is to say 

whether something has value or not. The one apparent ex-rep who comes on scam.com and 

bleats or the huge number of people from all over the world who were on todays awesome 

Mindset Call who are gung ho about this crusade! 

 

You lose pal, you lose!! 

 

spanky 06-23-2006 01:13 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

[quote=poweroldglory]WYK, 

 

The hate filled PMs of which you speak refer to this. I hate it when people have not the guts to 

stand up and face direct questioning. :mad: I hate it when people come on and spew their garbage 

because of their inability to make something work and prefer to blame someone else. :mad: I 

hate it when utter nut jobs like SBM and Renloyx vomit their irrelevant and irreverant drivel all 

over the ethernet. :mad:  

 

So if thats what you mean by hate filled then I stand guilty. I can feel the bile rising up inside 

again. I don't hate you, I hate the fact that you are so bilious towards a company and its personnel 



for no other reason other than you feel the company failed you and not the other way around. 

 

Feed on this: 

Quote: 

 
There is ZERO value in these conferences from Advantage Conferences. My sister in law 

paid $30.00 to a financial planning seminar given by David Ramsey called Financial 

Peace. Mr. Ramsey is a licensed financial advisor and has been on Oprah and has written 

many great books.[/QUOTE]  

 

There was zero value to you . That does not make it a zero value to the next person or the next 

or the next. In fact for every WYK thre are 100 people who feel the exact opposite. So who is to 

say whether something has value or not. The one apparent ex-rep who comes on scam.com and 

bleats or the huge number of people from all over the world who were on todays awesome 

Mindset Call who are gung ho about this crusade! 

 

You lose pal, you lose!!  

 

 

innocent people... Be very very very careful of people like this 

 

poweroldglory 06-23-2006 01:13 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

The true face of advantage conferences. HMMM! 

 

Yes I am getting vitriolic. And yes I'm not exactly turning the other cheek or allowing you folk 

to walk over us. Yes I am making snide remarks and Lord forgive me for doing so but there are 

limits to what I will take against those I love and care for. I tend to be a little like Saint Peter in 

that respect. Anyone missing an ear? I only hope and pray that when I really have to stand up and 

be counted that I don't hear the cock crow three times, if you get my drift. 

 

So my wild and woolly poster children for Most People:  

 

B R I N G I T O N ! ! 

 

renloyx 06-23-2006 01:14 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 



 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

I hate it when people come on and spew their garbage because of their inability to make 

something work 

 

95+% of your own reps cant make this crock of **** "opportunity" work. 

 

the411 06-23-2006 01:26 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Innocent Folks: 

 

Let me explain what will happen when you get involved with AC.  

 

You can review their 3 steps, submit a President's Interview, and be Accepted. Then it is your 

option to become a Rep for $59 with no product purchase OR you purchase one of their 

conferences based on the level of commisions that you hope to earn. They want you to purchase 

a $10,000 conference that last 2 days. Just pause a moment and think about that logically. 2 

days= $10,000. 

 

Moving on. By this point they will have you fired up about the business opportunity and will 

continue saying all the right things to make you believe FAITH and hard work is enough to 

succeed at this deal. You will be plugged into message boards with people praying and hoping 

for success. Many of these people are honest Christian people I'm sure. But this thing becomes a 

money pit for people. The advertising cost after your initial $10,000 is going to put you in an 

enormous hole. 

 

You will be advertising on the same web spaces as 300 other Reps. Those that got in at the top 

will monopolize the top ad spaces. You will have to shell out BIG bucks in the long run to get 

your advertisements seen enough. 

 

Remember, while this opportunity has some uniqueness in it's Christian appeal, it is part of an 

industry that people are hugely skeptical of. Don't think that you can sign up everyone for 

$10,000 bucks a pop.  

 

I am opposed to encouraging anyone to give Advantage Conferences even one dollar. But if you 

simply must see for yourself, Become a rep for $59 and prove to yourself that Wishyouknew is 

telling you the truth. HE IS!! 

 

If you purchase the $10,000 conference. I pray that you have deep pockets, cause if that first 

$10,000 doesnt sting, the next 10-20 thousand on unsuccessful advertising sure will!! 
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